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Expanding the capacity and capabilities of multidisciplinary scientific 
services by means of the European Open Science Cloud

01- Increase the capacity, performance, reliability and functionality 
02- Increase service quality in terms of  FAIR data and software quality assessment
03- Increase relevance of National Thematic Services.
04- Increase the number of users by means of the integration in EOSC and training
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Experience gained from the thematic services can be transferred to new 
services for the adoption of the EOSC ecosystem framework*:

- Authentication and authorization
- Resource management and offering model 
- Workload management
- Data storage and preservation

Conclusion: The analysis of the limitations of these thematic services along 
with the experience and design of their new architecture is a key value for new 
scientific applications willing to adopt the cloud computing paradigm.

* https://marketplace.eosc-portal.eu/ 
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• The European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) is an initiative aiming to
offer a virtual environment for open access to services to store, share,
process and reuse research data and other research digital objects, such
as software.

• The adaptation, improvement and quality assessment of thematic ser-
vices on a Federated Data Infrastructure strongly aligns with the ob-
jectives of EOSC.

• A key factor for the success of EOSC is performance and acknowledge-
ment by the users.

• We present an analysis of the adoption of services from the EOSC
catalogue that provide feedback on the usability and relevance of the
model.

• The ten thematic services analysed provide different experiences on
enhancing community-oriented data services to be released in an Open
Science environment.
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Open Science is a paradigm in which scientific data, procedures, tools and re-
sults are shared transparently and reused by society as a whole. The initiative
known as the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) is an effort in Europe
to provide an open, trusted, virtual and federated computing environment to
execute scientific applications, and to store, share and re-use research data
across borders and scientific disciplines. Additionally, scientific services are
becoming increasingly data intensive, not only in terms of computationally
intensive tasks but also in terms of storage resources. Computing paradigms
such as High Performance Computing (HPC) and Cloud Computing are ap-
plied to e-science applications to meet these demands. However, adapting
applications and services to these paradigms is not a trivial task, commonly
requiring a deep knowledge of the underlying technologies, which often con-
stitutes a barrier for its uptake by scientists in general. In this context,
EOSC-SYNERGY, a collaborative project involving more than 20 institu-
tions from eight European countries pooling their knowledge and experience
to enhance EOSC’s capabilities and capacities, aims to bring EOSC closer to
the scientific communities. This article provides a summary analysis of the
adaptations made in the ten thematic services of EOSC-SYNERGY to em-
brace this paradigm. These services are grouped into four categories: Earth
Observation, Environment, Biomedicine, and Astrophysics. The analysis will
lead to the identification of commonalities, best practices and common re-
quirements, regardless of the thematic area of the service. Experience gained
from the thematic services could be transferred to new services for the adop-
tion of the EOSC ecosystem framework.

Keywords: Open Science, Cloud Computing, federated infrastructure,
multidisciplinary, EOSC

1. Introduction

e-Science studies, enacts, and improves the ongoing process of innovation
in computationally-intensive or data-intensive research methods [1]; typically
this is carried out collaboratively, often using distributed infrastructures.
Open Science [2] is the practice of science in such a way that others can
collaborate and contribute, with research data, lab notes and other research
processes freely available, under terms that enable reuse, redistribution and
reproduction of the research and its underlying data and methods.

Scientific applications place higher demands on computing power every
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year. The need for large-scale computing resources, including specific hard-
ware needs such as GPUs, together with the increasing demand for storage
resources due to the large amount of data generated by these types of applica-
tions, are a challenge for both researchers and computer scientists. e-Science
makes use of e-Infrastructures [3] which are collaborative virtual environ-
ments that provide digital services and tools to meet this resource demand.

e-Infrastructures are based on distributed backends ranging from High-
Performance Computing to Cloud Computing. However, adapting already
existing software applications to these paradigms is not trivial [4]. This pro-
cess commonly requires an in-depth knowledge of the underlying technologies
to truly take advantage of their benefits, as it usually requires refactoring the
architecture of the application. This adaption becomes even more challenging
on the Cloud computing paradigm, due to the complexity of virtualization
and elasticity behaviour together with the vast range of services available and
the variety of resource types. This fact can be a barrier for scientists and
researchers from fields outside of computer science to adopt these solutions,
thus complicating the path of research innovation.

Another obstacle in adopting the e-Science and Open Science paradigms
is the fulfilment of the FAIR [5] (Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability
and Reusability) principles, which imply permanent and discoverable identi-
fiers for fully annotated data and metadata. Specifically, in Europe, we can
find the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) [6], a European initiative
co-funded by the European Commission that aims to facilitate the deploy-
ment and consolidation of an open, trusted, virtual, federated environment in
Europe to store, share and re-use research data across borders and scientific
disciplines promoting open science practices and providing access to a rich
array of related services.

As part of this initiative, the EOSC-Synergy [7] project aims to increase
the uptake of EOSC through the capacity and capability building using the
experience, efforts and resources of national publicly funded digital infras-
tructures. The project has identified ten thematic services in four scientific
domains (Earth Observation, Environment, Bio-medicine, and Astrophysics)
to increase the uptake of EOSC services. These thematic services are hetero-
geneous and cover a wide range of requirements, maturity levels, user targets
and usage models.

The ten thematic services also provide helpful best practices for future
new services to be developed or adapted to this environment, as they address
challenges on federated Authentication and Authorization Infrastructures
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(AAI), elastic data processing, interoperability with data infrastructures,
metadata management and accounting, that apply to many other applica-
tions in same or different scientific domains. The analysis of the limitations
of these thematic services along with the design of the new architecture of the
thematic services will be of particular interest for new scientific applications
that want to embrace this paradigm.

In this work, we present each of the thematic services of EOSC-Synergy
and then analyse the gaps and bottlenecks in terms of authentication and au-
thorisation services, resource provisioning, workload management, and data
storage. This section is followed by the analysis of the different tools and
services provided in the EOSC Marketplace [8] that can meet the needs of
the thematic services. We then present the adoption of services, tools and
technologies used by the thematic services to address their needs, and then
model a generic scientific application that can be the starting point for new
scientific thematic services. Next, to better illustrate the work done in the
adoption of tools and services by the thematic services, we discuss the adop-
tion issues in the service instantiation section. Finally, we analyze the state
of the art to identify the most important work related to the implementation
of thematic services in the e-Science paradigm, and conclude the paper with
the main observations.

2. Thematic Services in EOSC Synergy

In this section we briefly describe each one of the ten thematic services
of EOSC Synergy, grouped by scientific discipline. Moreover, the expected
outcome of the integration with EOSC Synergy for each one of the thematic
services are pointed out in this section.

2.1. Thematic Services in Earth Observation

In the field of Earth Observation, three thematic services deal with analysing
large satellite imagery, from monitoring coastal changes and inundations, to
estimating forest masses and crops. They are addressing different types of
targets. Specifically, the three services are:

• WORSICA (Water Monitoring Sentinel Cloud Platform) [9, 10]: A ser-
vice for the detection of water using satellites, Unmanned Aerial Ve-
hicles & in-situ data. WORSICA can be used for coastline detection,
inland water bodies detection and water leak detection on irrigation
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networks. WORSICA aims at integrating multiple-source remote sens-
ing and in-situ data to determine the presence of water in coastal and
inland areas. WORSICA enables the research communities to generate
maps of water presence and water delimitation lines in coastal and in-
land regions. These products can be useful for emergency and planning
methodologies in case of inundations or reservoir leaks. In the frame
of EOSC, the service will be scaled up to a European level to reach all
interested research communities.

• SAPS (Surface Energy Balance Automated Processing Service) [11]:
Used to estimate Evapotranspiration and other environmental data
that can be applied, for example, on water management and the anal-
ysis of the evolution of forest masses and crops. SAPS allows the inte-
gration of Energy Balance algorithms to compute the estimations that
are of special interest for researchers in Agriculture Engineering and
Environment. These algorithms can be used to increase the knowl-
edge on the impact of human and environmental actions on vegetation,
leading to better forest management and analysis of risks. SAPS is
being developed in Brazil, but with the adoption of EOSC services it
is expected to facilitate European scientists to exploit the evapotran-
spiration estimation services from remote sensing imagery.

• G-Core (Acquisition, cataloguing and processing EOS data) [12], [13],
[14]: G-Core is a production-ready technology used as a service at
ESA’s and national programs that provides a Data Manager for spatial
and non-spatial purposes and a framework for third-party processors.
G-Core is a service for the acquisition, storing, cataloguing and process-
ing data from several Earth Observing System (EOS) missions. Its two
main functionalities are: i) a Data Manager for spatial and non-spatial
purposes; and ii) a Processing framework to host external processors
developed by third parties to generate added value products based on
Satellite imagery. The main goal of its integration in the EOSC ecosys-
tem is to offer the service as a Payload Data Ground Segment (PDGS)
in the cloud for future ground segment space missions or as a process-
ing framework to plug in different processors that can make use of the
Copernicus resources or private data in order to produce different levels
of products to be delivered to the users. Thus, the expected impact of
the adaptation of the service is to democratize the usage of Earth Ob-
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servation (EO) data out of the scope of nominal fields. It will help to
define new products and services mixing Earth Observation data with
other types of data for scientific and social environments.

2.2. Thematic Services in Biomedicine

In this area, the thematic services cover the benchmarking of Genomic
data processing tools and the processing of Cryo-electron microscopy imag-
ing. The services are:

• SCIPION (CryoEM data processing for Structural Biology [15]): Cryo-
Electron Microscopy Service is an image processing framework used
to obtain 3D maps of macromolecular complexes using cryo Electron
Microscopy. It has been developed as a plugin-based workflow manage-
ment system that integrates many important software packages avail-
able in the field. The integration of Scipion with Cloud services allows
users from the Instruct Research Infrastructure to deploy a dynamic
cluster in the cloud to keep processing the data acquired at an Elec-
tron Microscopy facility. This cluster has all cryoem packages and
software needed to obtain a 3D structure and is powered by EOSC
compute resources on the back-end. This means that scientists with
minimal computational background (or compute resources of their own)
can access the latest tools as well as powerful computational resources
to obtain a refined 3D structure to be published and shared with the
community.

• OpenEBench [16] (ELIXIR [17] benchmarking and technical monitoring
platform): Used to evaluate Life Sciences research software, OpenEBench
is an observatory for software quality based on the automated mon-
itoring of FAIR for research software metrics and indicators. The
OpenEBench platform supports both the technical monitoring of scien-
tific software and scientific benchmarking activities carried out by Life
Sciences Communities. Its architecture has three different engagement
levels that allow communities at different maturity stages to make use
of the platform. It also connects with ELIXIR Core Data Resources
and Deposition databases to use data needed by the Scientific Commu-
nities activities. The expected impact of the integration with EOSC
services is that Life Science researchers will have semantically anno-
tated, up-to-date collections of benchmarked analytical workflows and
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tools, organized by scientific communities for specific topics, which can
be deployed across heterogeneous systems.

2.3. Thematic Services in Astrophysics

In Astrophysics, the LAGO thematic service sets up a European service
for the Latin American Giant Observatory.

• LAGO, the Latin American Giant Observatory [18, 19], is an extended
cosmic ray observatory, consisting of a wide network of water Cherenkov
detectors currently deployed at 10 countries in Latin America, from the
south of Mexico to the Antarctic Peninsula. The geographic distribu-
tion of LAGO allows the realization of diverse astrophysics studies at a
regional scale. LAGO is mainly oriented to perform basic research fo-
cusing on three main areas: high energy phenomena, the measurement
of atmospheric radiation at ground level and space weather and climate
monitoring. All the LAGO analyses are supported by data-intensive
computational frameworks, that integrate different simulations tools
with own designed data-analysis codes to determine in a very precise
way, the signals measured or expected at any detector of any type, in
any particular site around the World, and under realistic atmospheric
and geomagnetic time-evolving conditions. The final purpose of the
LAGO Thematic Service [20] is to enable the universal profit and con-
tribution of this research, within and outside LAGO Collaboration,
through a sustainable Virtual Observatory and standardised computa-
tional model.

2.4. Thematic Services in the Environmental domain

Finally, in the area of Environment, the fourth group of thematic services
include sand and dust storm forecasting, untargeted mass-spectrometry anal-
ysis for toxins, water network distribution simulation and the monitoring of
stratospheric ozone in climate models. Specifically, these services are as fol-
lows:

• SDS-WAS (A Service related to the mineral dust forecast) [21, 22]:
SDS-WAS is a service that aims at improving capabilities for more re-
liable sand and dust storm (SDS) forecasts. It supports institutional
entities to warn about possible dust events and to foster the study
of dust-related phenomena. The framework collects numerical model
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outputs and observational data from a wide set of worldwide partners
plus internally developed. A wide set of post-processed analysis and
statistics are generated, and results in form of plots, tables or numerical
(binary) data are disseminated to a variety of users (e.g. public insti-
tutions, researchers). The integration of the framework in EOSC will
increase the volume of data hosted and processed, to reach a wider set
of end-users; improve compliance to data FAIR principles and reinforce
the robustness of the whole service infrastructure.

• UMSA (Untargeted Mass- Spectrometry Analysis) [23]: UMSA aims
at processing mass spectrometry data to correlating the whole spectra
(ie. all the present compounds) with other data (social, medical, other
sample analyses, etc.) to work with more complex hypotheses on the
impact of environment in human health. The data are unrecoverable,
therefore long-term data storage is required, together with appropriate
data curation. By means of the integration in EOSC, uniform access
to data and computing resources are provided, scaling the service to
the target European-wide user community.

• MSWSS [24] (Water Supply Systems modeling and analysis): MSWSS
is a service for modeling and analyzing Water Supply Systems which
integrates the analysis of toxins in drinking-water supply networks with
water distribution network simulation. It allows water infrastructure
operators and researchers to analyse hazardous events (e.g. toxin prop-
agation within a pipe system) and may be used for preparation of risk
management plans for water utilities. The integration with EOSC com-
puting infrastructure and data sharing services will enable modelling
more complex water supply systems and increase the number of sce-
narios for the analysis.

• O3AS (Ozone Assessment Service) [25]: The O3AS service provides
an invaluable tool to extract ozone (O3) trends from extensive climate
prediction model data to produce figures of stratospheric ozone and
figures of dates by when depleted O3 recovers to pre-ozone hole levels.
This service is conceived to assist scientists in visualising ozone data
from large climate models by calculating dates for the recovery of the
ozone layer and providing trends of the ozone abundance in the atmo-
sphere to produce results in the form of figures in publication quality.
The integration of the service in EOSC has increased its capacity to
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process large volumes of data (in terms of TBs) and to facilitate the
management of the complex workflow to generate key metrics. Climate
model data has many fields of physical quantities. The relevant quanti-
ties for the ozone column calculation has to be extracted and processed
in order to be visualized efficiently. A pre-processor is running on an
HPC system reducing the large data set so that it can be read by an
REST API to produce figures without noticeable delays.

3. Gaps and Bottlenecks analysis

Before starting the integration of the thematic services in EOSC, we have
performed a deep analysis with each one of them to properly identify in
advance the needs and requirements to increase the capacity, performance,
reliability and/or functionality of the services. Thus, every thematic service
has made an analysis of the technical services used for managing the users,
computing and data. Table 1 shows a summary of the limitations, lacks and
needs identified by the Thematic services of the project.

In a preliminary analysis of the results, several technical commonalities
and differences have been identified. All thematic services share the impor-
tance of using a robust AAI compatible with the ones used by the target
institutions. With respect to resource management, all services have the in-
terest of dynamically provisioning processing resources, most of the cases on
demand. However, thematic services have different needs: from a dynamic
dedicated cloud backend to an elastic cluster that shrinks or grows accord-
ing to the workload, and even need to access external High-Performance
Computing (HPC) and High Throughput Computing resources for massive
Batch jobs execution. Regarding job Management, most thematic services
use batch queues (like SLURM [26] Batch queues or Galaxy [27]), which
could be extended to support containerised jobs. The usage of Kubernetes
to orchestrate microservices and job queues of containers is also considered.

The most challenging part is the management of data. Thematic services
have identified important issues on transferring and accessing large volumes
of data and require smart caching, advanced data transferring and massive
persistent data storage. There are two main approaches to cope with stor-
age, from deploying their own datastore, e.g. DATAVERSE [28] instance;
to the integration of external Data Infrastructures, like EGI DataHub [29]
and EUDAT [30]. Moreover, services need to ensure the compliance to the
FAIR principles to facilitate the access, cataloging and reusage of the data
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Thematic

Service
Limitations and needs

WORSICA

- Improve download speed and number of concurrent downloads of satellite images.

- Increase storage of the images needed for the algorithm.

- Increase computational resources: GPU and RAM to speedup the image processing.

- Seamless authentication and authorization for end users.

SAPS

- Need for a larger-scale deployment: computing, storage and data access.

- Scalability and standardisation of services

- Integrated and widely supported AAI

GCore

- Overcome limited access to data repository due to network bandwidth restrictions.

- Infrastructure resources for processing and reprocessing large data sets.

- Data delivery volume. Increasing size of files to be delivered to users.

SCIPION

- Insufficient Cloud resources for the workflow: GPUs, CPUs and RAM

- Need of a Resource Management able to optimize the use of cloud resources.

- Storage limitations and data transfer performance: 1-3 TB raw data.

- Distributed and shared file system.

OpenEBench
- Need to work on heterogeneous systems to reach Life Sciences Communities

- Need to efficiently store processed data and workflows in a FAIR manner.

LAGO

- Limitations on data preprocessing.

- Needs data storage that copes with FAIR, curation and harvesting;

- Need for computing power for simulations, together with optimal scheduling.

SDS-WAS

- Lack of services needed for Data storage and curation.

- Lack of computing power for data analysis on-demand.

- Lack of reliability of data sources, especially about observations

UMSA

- Long-term data storage is required, together with appropriate data curation.

- Tracking provenance of the secondary (derived) datasets.

- Need for reimplementing UMSA algorithms to deal with sparse data.

MSWSS

- Needs data protection measures because of the usage of confidential data.

- The data has to be stored in a private storage only.

- Implement security policies to protect VMs.

O3AS
- Requires larger storage resources, specially improving data availability

- Fast handling of big data

Table 1: Analysis of the limitations and needs of the Thematic Services.
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generated by their services. Thus, a storage service able to manage, together
with the data, metadata and unique data identifiers will be required.

Note that not all the services have identified gaps in all the previous
aspects so each thematic service will focus the adaptation in the aspects that
are more relevant according to the bottlenecks. Solutions available in the
EOSC marketplace will be studied and prototyped in the next section before
adapting them into the thematic services.

4. Analysis of the EOSC Portal Catalogue and Marketplace

In this section, our goal is to identify the key EOSC tools and services
that can address the issues and needs analyzed above. Considering the gaps
and bottlenecks identified, this analysis also considers potential alternatives
of the current technical services used by the thematic services to overcome
such issues.

The EOSC Portal Catalog & Marketplace [8] has been developed from the
perspective of users, identifying the needs to be supported and facilitating
all the actors involved in implementing an open approach to science in a
sustainable way. The catalog has more than 320 entries registered by the end
of 2021, covering resources from several categories. According to a functional
perspective, we can organise them into six categories:

• Access physical & eInfrastructures: offering generalist resources like
virtual machines and containers as well as storage and network trans-
port connectivity. By the end of 2021, 62 resources are listed under
this topic. This category include Compute resource providers, work-
load managers, Resource orchestrators and data providers. Some of the
services were thematic (e.g. discipline-specific). We identified 6 generic
services that could address the requirements of the thematic services:
B2SAFE for long-term data preservation, EGI Cloud Compute to pro-
vide IaaS cloud resources, EGI DataHubto provide online cloud storage
resources, EGI High-Throughput Compute for batch workloads, EGI
Workload Manager to orchestrate multi-site batch resources, and In-
frastructure Manager - IM to deploy virtual infrastructures on top of
cloud offerings), according to the following criteria: Generic purpose,
interoperability and support. A brief description of the services is pro-
vided next:
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– EGI Cloud Compute [31], an IaaS from the EGI Federated Cloud
that enables the user to deploy and scale virtual machines on-
demand.

– EGI HTC Compute [32] enables running computational jobs at
scale on the EGI infrastructure, which is provided by a distributed
network of computing centres and offers more than 1,000,000 cores
of installed capacity, supporting over 1.6 million computing jobs
per day.

– EGI Workload Manager [33], a service to manage and distribute
your computing tasks in an efficient way while maximising the
usage of computational resources.

– EGI DataHub [34], a service that brings data close to the comput-
ing to exploit it efficiently and can be used to publish a dataset
and make it available to a specific community or worldwide across
federated sites.

– B2SAFE [35] is a service for long-term preservation of the EUDAT
Data Collaborative Infrastructure, one of the largest e-infrastructures
in Europe offering permanent storage capacity and integrated man-
agement services for research communities. EUDAT also provides
other services such as B2SHARE, B2FIND, B2ACCESS.

– Infrastructure Manager (IM) [36]

• Aggregators & Integrators , where we can find several tools and utilities
to facilitate the access to services and resources, by means of indexing
and annotation. Out of the 22 resources available in this category, we
identified the Dynamic DNS service[37], to easily add a DNS name to
an instance deployed in the virtual infrastructure of EOSC, the EGI
Fedcloud client [38], that facilitates the access to the federated cloud
computing platform, and B2FIND [39], another EUDAT’s service, to
annotate research objects, considering the requirements of the thematic
services and similar criteria as in the first item.

• Processing & Analysis mainly aimed at facilitating the management of
computational resources and the scheduling the execution of workloads.
Despite this is the category that accumulates the highest number of
services, most of them are discipline-specific. Moreover, some of the
resources where already listed under the first item. Here we can find
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Elastic Compute Clusters in the Cloud (EC3) [40], a tool to deploy
virtual elastic clusters on top of IaaS clouds, and B2Handle (another
EUDAT’s service) to provide persistent identifiers to resources.

• Security & Operations aims at guaranteeing that the overall system
and the services operate securely and according to standard. In this
case, thematic instances for authentication and authorisation may be
preferred as researchers in the community already have acquire cre-
dentials. For this purpose we identify the EGI Check-In [41] service,
the B2ACCESS [42] and EduTeams [43], along with ELIXIR AAI [44]
which is not listed in the catalogue.

• Sharing & Discovery relates both to services that produce data relevant
to specific disciplines and horizontal services for data deposit and an-
notation. Only the service B2SHARE to enable sharing and publishing
research data is considered. The catalogue also includes an instance of
Dataverse, although we have decided to deploy our own instance. The
Dataverse Project, developed by the Harvard’s Institute for Quantita-
tive Social Science (IQSS), along with many collaborators and contrib-
utors worldwide, is an open-source web application to share, preserve,
cite, explore, and analyze research data.

• Training & Support aims at facilitating the access to high quality tech-
nical information and tailored training materials. Services in this cat-
egory are not considered.

All these services have two different access modalities:

• Direct access. This model is used by services which are instantiated up-
front and which do not require intensive access to resources, or resources
are provided directly by the user (e.g. EGI Check-in or Infrastructure
Manager). Users are automatically forwarded to the service endpoints.

• Access through orders. This model is used in services that require a
non-trivial amount of resources (e.g. EGI Cloud Compute or B2SAFE).
In this case, the user normally has to choose between different offerings,
which may end up into costs.
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5. Adoption of EOSC services

As we have shown in section 3, the ten thematic services have comple-
mentary requirements and features. However, in general they share needs on
four different categories:

Authentication and Authorization Infrastructure (AAI). All services re-
quire users to be authenticated and authorised. In some cases, there is a
need for delegation from the users that access the platform for accessing
data or processing resources. In those cases, it is mandatory to have a co-
herent single-sign on mechanism. Other cases may require an AAI linked to
popular scientific IdPs and implement the authentication via Virtual Organi-
zation membership. From the tools and services we identified from the TSs,
EGI Check-in has revealed to be a widely accepted choice. Another option
analyzed is B2Access, mainly for interacting with the infrastructure. There
are also few cases in which users will use federated credentials to access the
services - mainly related to storage.

Workload Management. Most of the cases deal with the execution of a
set of batch jobs. In those cases, workload managers should be integrated
to better take advantage of the computing resources. This will provide the
capability to deal with a larger capacity and larger workloads. The options
here range from using a standard batch queue (SLURM), that can be even-
tually powered up with automatic elasticity, to the usage of Kubernetes for
the orchestration of a container-oriented approach.

Resource Management. Most of the thematic services require deploying
a virtual infrastructure where the services that provide the functionality and
the processing will take place. In most cases, the use of Infrastructure Man-
ager (IM) or Elastic Compute Clusters in the Cloud (EC3) client have been
identified by most of the thematic services as a technology capable of filling in
this gap. Both tools could provide the capability of defining a virtual infras-
tructure as code and deploying it on the cloud. IM (for static infrastructures)
or EC3 (for dynamic infrastructures) together with recipes for K8s, Slurm
or Galaxy clusters on top of a dynamic dedicated cloud backend is the pre-
ferred solution. Moreover, some thematic services require links to external
HPC resources (like Marenostrum in BSC) and HTC resources (EGI HTC
compute) for the execution of massive Batch jobs.

Data Storage. The services need to have a storage connected to the pro-
cessing that can be efficiently accessed. In this case, there is a wide range of
different solutions proposed or implemented in the thematic services, rang-
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ing from external solutions like EGI-DataHub, B2SAFE and B2SHARE to
local solutions based on Nextcloud, Dataverse, Elasticsearch and WebDav,
where tipically the resource manager will be also in charge of deploying and
configuring their own Datastore instance (e.g. DATAVERSE instance).

Table 2 summarizes the selection of tools and services performed by each
thematic service for the fourth categories detected. As a summary, three
different (although compatible among them) AAI methods have been inte-
grated (EGI Checkin, B2ACCESS, Life-Sciences AAI and eduTEAMS). Job
scheduling ranges from solutions based on containers (using Kubernetes) to
solutions using batch queues (mainly based on SLURM), supported in some
cases by workflow frameworks such as Galaxy and instantiated through EC3.
For the interaction with cloud resources, TOSCA [45] and RADL recipes
have been developed for Infrastructure Manager. Finally, data access is per-
formed through different solutions such as Dataverse, EGI DataHub One-
Data, B2SHARE and B2SAFE, which clearly states the complexity of the
data management issue and the wide range of solutions.

To sum up this section, with the adoption of all the services and technolo-
gies depicted in 2, thematic services have experienced all these improvements:

• Integration of standardized AAI IdPs to facilitate user management.

• Improvement of processing backends by replacing single computing in-
stances with batch job queues, container management platforms or
clients to high-throughput computing backends.

• Publishing the output results in persistent repositories.

• Improving repeatability and platform-agnosticism by describing the ap-
plication topologies as code using standard TOSCA language.

• Self-management of resources to reduce maintenance costs.

• Persistent Identifiers (PID) annotation of output data and integration
in official harvesters.

Thanks to the rich analysis of the experience of these ten thematic services
in the adoption of several tools, services and technologies to improve and
solve their needs, the path to follow for a new scientific use case is far more
easy. However, to clarify even more this process, and to easily identify the
key services and technologies selected, we present in next section a generic
application integrated in the EOSC ecosystem.
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Service AAI Workload
Mng.

Resource
Mng.

Data Stor-
age

WORSICA EGI Check in ArcCE, Batch
(SLURM)

IM (TOSCA) Nextcloud,
Dataverse

G-Core CAS
User/pwd
& EGI Check
in

GCore+ K8s IM / EC3 ElasticSearch

SAPS EGI Check in K8s IM / EC3 OpenStack
Swift

Scipion EGI Check in Batch
(SLURM)

IM / EC3 Local + EGI
DataHub

OpenEBench Life Sciences
AAI

WfExS +
NextFlow

OpenNebula Local +
B2SHARE

LAGO eduTEAMS +
EGI Check-in

Batch
(SLURM)

Local clusters
+ IM / EC3

EGI DataHub
ONEDATA

SDS-WAS B2ACCESS Batch
(SLURM)

Local clusters B2HANDLE /
B2SAFE

UMSA EGI Check in
& Life- science
AAI

Batch
(SLURM)
in IM/EC3 (in
Galaxy)

IM / EC3 Local + S3

MSWSS EGI Check in Batch
(SLURM)
in EC3 (in
Galaxy)

IM / EC3 Local + Data-
verse

O3AS EGI Check in Batch
(SLURM)
& K8s

Local cluster
+ IM

Local + Web-
DAV

Table 2: Adoption of technologies for each Thematic Service
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6. Application Modelling

This section uses as input the experience of the ten thematic services
of EOSC-SYNERGY to define a canonical generic application architecture
leveraging the services identified in the EOSC Marketplace catalogue in sec-
tion 4. Thematic services that have similar requirements as those described
in section 3 can use as basis this architecture that relies on several tools and
services from the EOSC ecosystem, together with well-known frameworks and
technologies of the cloud computing paradigm, all of them carefully selected
taking into account the selection made by the thematic services.

End User

Application User
Interface

EGI Check-
in

Workload Manager
(Kubernetes / SLURM)

Front End

AAI

Application Manager

Resource Manager 
(IM / EC3)

Authenticate

Authenticate
 
 
 

Worker node

 
 
 

Worker node

 
 
 

Worker node

Access the
service

Cloud Provider (EGI Cloud Compute)

Deploy & Manage

Job Job

Job

Job

Local
Storage

Schedule
Jobs Storage

output

Data Storage 
(external) 

MetadataRequest resource
deployment Deploy & Configure

Figure 1: Architecture of the proposed solution.

First of all, after analyzing our ten use cases, we identified two different
deployment scenarios: i) a single instance of the service shared by several
users or communities, offered as a web portal able to manage users, data
access, processing and visualization, supported by a shared or dedicated pool
of resources (e.g. WORSICA or OpenEBench); and ii) an instance of the
service deployed on demand, where each user deploys his/her own instance
of the service on Cloud resources based on a combination of TOSCA recipes
with Docker containers (e.g. SAPS, SCIPION).

Regardless of the approach chosen, Figure 1 shows the architecture of
this generic application that relies its deployment on top of the EGI Cloud
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Compute platform. The first layer that has been considered as essential by
the thematic services is the authentication and authorization infrastructure.
For that, EOSC offers the EGI Check-In service, that has been the most pop-
ular solution adopted by the thematic services. This service can be easily
integrated with a service that is exposed to users through a web portal, and
it will be used by both the application manager and the end-users to access
the EOSC resources and the service itself. Once the user has been properly
authenticated, and depending on the usage model that the service wants to
use, he/she will access to the Application User Interface of the scientific ap-
plication itself or to the portal of the resource manager that will facilitate the
deployment of the scientific application instance. In the second scenario, the
user will be redirected to the portal of IM or EC3 to deploy a virtual cluster
configured on demand for his own usage. The selection between IM or EC3
has to be taken depending on the needs in terms of resource consumption.
If elasticity is required, the tool to be used will be EC3. Otherwise, IM is
the best tool to provide a static infrastructure configured on demand. Both
solutions will require the preparation of a recipe where the application man-
ager specifies the required steps and commands to properly install, configure
and deploy the scientific service, together with the credentials to access the
cloud provider.

In order to take advantage of the virtual infrastructure where the scien-
tific application is running, we need to rely on a workload manager. From
the analysis we have made, we have identified two different approaches: i) a
traditional batch job queue, managed by the well-known SLURM scheduler;
or a solution based on the containerization of jobs, where kubernetes has
proven to be the most popular scheduler. Both options are feasible, depend-
ing on the approach that the scientific service wants to follow. However, the
adoption of one of these workload managers might require an effort adapting
the architecture of the tool to it, so this duty has to be consciously analyzed.

Finally, for the data storage, our recommendation is to use a solution that
supports metadata to comply with FAIR principles, i.e. to make data Find-
able, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable (like Dataverse or B2SHARE).
No matter if the storage solution will work locally or it will be an exter-
nal service, one of the most important aspects is the support to metadata
to properly index and facilitate reusing the data generated by the services,
specially if this will be of interest to other researchers of the area.
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7. Service instantiation

In this section we want to exemplify how the adoption of the new EOSC
tools and services can address the gaps and bottlenecks detected by some
of the project’s thematic services. Specifically, we present seven examples
from seven different scientific services showing the integration in each one
of the categories described in section 5. We have omitted the integration
with the authentication and authorization service of EOSC (EGI Check-in),
because this is a well-known process that is properly documented [46]. Next
subsections cover the cases for the rest of categories.

7.1. Workload Management

During the analysis of the thematic services, we have detected two main
needs for the workload management: i) services that use a more traditional
approach relying on local resource management systems based on queues of
jobs; and ii) services that encapsulate the tasks in a container and rely on
a container-based management system. To exemplify these two models, we
analyze both Scipion and O3AS.

7.1.1. Batch job oriented

The Scipion service aims to facilitates the life to users from the Instruct-
ERIC [47] Research community for processing their electron microscope data.
Users who obtained her data through an Instruct granted project in an Elec-
tron Microscopy facility can request the use of the Scipion service by con-
tacting the Instruct Image Processing Center (I2PC). Then, the request is
reviewed and if the available quota permits it, the I2PC administrator will
deploy a cluster using the Infrastructure Manager (IM). The user will then
receive an email with instructions on how to access the front-end node and
how to copy the data to start processing. She will be able to use the service
for a maximum time of one month although if no other service requests are
pending this time might be extended. The cluster will be destroyed by the
I2PC team after the granted period finishes, giving the user enough time to
download her results.

As shown in Fig. 2 the cluster is defined in a TOSCA description that
includes Ansible recipes and docker images to launch and configure the dif-
ferent nodes in the cluster. This TOSCA description is deployed through
the IM. Once the cluster is running the user will be able to transfer the data
to the front-end node and access the service using either a VNC client or
NOVNC through a web browser.
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Figure 2: Scipion service usage and architecture.

The front-end host node runs a SLURM master and a Docker container
that includes Scipion and related Cryoem packages configured to launch their
jobs through SLURM. Once a job is sent to the queue a Docker container is
run in one of the worker nodes to run the Scipion command.

Hardware resources in which the cluster is deployed are part of the EOSC
EGI Cloud Compute service that control access through Virtual Organiza-
tions (VO). In the case of the Scipion service deployment is only granted
to members of the cryoem.instruct-eric.eu VO. The cluster shared storage is
currently based on a local Ceph disk.

7.1.2. Container based

O3AS (using Kubernetes)
O3as service is composed of three main components (Fig. 3): o3skim

to reduce the original data to the parameters of interest, o3api to provide
an API-based access to the skimmed data, and o3webapp for a user-friendly
web interface (in development). O3skim runs on the local HPC system, while
o3api and o3webapp are deployed in the Kubernetes system for the container
scalability ensuring a fast enough response to user requests. If no Kubernetes
system is available for the service providers, it can easily be instantiated
by the means of Infrastructure Manager (IM). Then the following steps are
applied:
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Figure 3: O3as service overview: it consists of three main components: o3webapp (to
come), o3api, and o3skim.

1. Install and configure cluster issuer to handle Certificates for secure
HTTP connections, e.g from LetsEncrypt.

2. Initialize Ingress resource to route external traffic.

3. Deploy o3api component as a container with the pre-configured Prior-
ityClass.

4. Add Horizontal Pod Autoscaler (HPA) to respond with more containers
on higher than usual loads.

5. Finally, instantiate o3api as a service.

If an already existing Kubernetes cluster is used instead, steps 1-5 have to
be adjusted accordingly.

The output of the services is a set of projections of the ozone distribution.
Example figures for climate models with projections for ozone until the year
2100 are shown in Figure 4.

7.2. Resource Management

Regarding resource management in cloud computing providers, we have
identified two different approaches: i) static infrastructures, where the num-
ber of nodes that compose the platform remains constant during the lifetime
of the service; and ii) dynamic infrastructures, where elasticity models are
applied to the platform to adapt its size to the workload, thus allowing to
reduce costs and wasting resources. As in the previous section, we have cho-
sen two thematic services to exemplify the adoption of these two different
solutions.
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Figure 4: Left: O3 return dates for a recovery to ozone values in 1980. Right: Timeseries
of total O3 column data showing a decline of O3 and the subsequent recovery of O3 in the
future.

7.2.1. On-demand fixed infrastructures

The flexibility for choosing the computing platform was one of the ob-
jectives of LAGO TS. Beyond the elasticity or the automatic management,
the priority is providing resources that accomplish the needs of every specific
calculation, and so these requirements may be as variable as its parametriza-
tion. Some of these simulations may face intensive requirements, such as
scratching up to several TBs of data; accessing to many files through Inter-
net; continuously processing data in batch mode; or even sporadic calcula-
tions for demonstration purposes and scholars. Public clouds such as EOSC
EGI Cloud Compute can tackle many of these tasks, but require an upfront
reservation of the resources by demand and fix their environment. To be able
to face all this different approaches, three different services were integrated:
the Infrastructure Manager (IM) service, the software encapsulation in stan-
dardised Docker images and the profiting of the ubiquity of the OneData
cloud storage (EGI DataHub sevice). These technologies allow dynamically
instantiating the virtual infrastructures needed, which are maintained fixed
over days or weeks [20].

The resulting architecture is shown in Figure 5. To fix a temporal in-
frastructure on public clouds, researchers dynamically apply for virtual ma-
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Figure 5: On-demand deployment of fixed infrastructures and running LAGO software.

chines or batch clusters through the IM service. Users can create any kind
of cluster following, not only their own preferences, even the needs of specific
calculations. In this sense, SLURM was a good choice as it is commonly
used by many LAGO collaborators and the behaviour could be similar to
those used by other TS, like, e.g., Scipion, as it is described in the subsec-
tion 7.1.1. However, there are scientists would rather prefer to manage other
implementations, such as Kubernetes, more suitable for Docker instances.
Additionally, when tasks require scratching at the order of TBs, the user
would not be allowed to spend the space accumulated by several computing
nodes. In these cases, single virtual machines, are the most suitable choice.
All these infrastructures are deployed by IM after a few clicks in its website.

On the other hand, calculations can be arbitrarily performed by re-
searchers by running the official LAGO docker images stored at DockerHub,
which are periodically released by the CD/CI pipeline built on the JePL
service [48]. Thanks to the virtualised approach, the software encapsulated
in these images can be run on any platform supporting Docker. However,
as the FAIR paradigm has to be fulfilled, all the LAGO software is always
bound to the OneData cloud storage (DataHub) and it comply with the AAI
procedure for the LAGO VO in every run. Thus, independently the comput-
ing platform, results are always identified by PIDs and they are browsable
at the DataHub portal and findable by public harvesters such as B2FIND.
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Therefore, the on-demand provisioning of adaptable infrastructures support-
ing Docker through the IM service, jointly the cloud storage via DataHub,
allow users accomplishing their research without depending on other services.

As an example, we deployed a SLURM virtual cluster counting on 10
nodes with 16 Intel Xeon E7 cores and 250 GB of shared memory and disk.
Then, we simulated the expected flux of the atmospheric radiation during
the interaction of cosmic rays with the Earth atmosphere for every LAGO
detector [49]. We computed from 1 to 7 days of the expected flux at high
altitude or antarctic sites, reaching up to 1 year of the energetic flux that
is accounted for volcanic risk studies. These new integration times is an
enormous statistical improvement when it is compared with previous results
obtained in LAGO. Note that, e.g., a 24-hour flux in one of the high latitude
(Antarctic) detector involves the simulation of ∼ 1.9×109 different cascades.
Thus, we simulated the impressive figure of > 1012 particles spending >
300 kCPU-hours, generating > 5 TB of synthetic data and metadata.
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Figure 6: Left: the energy spectrum of the flux of atmospheric radiation expected at
La Serena (LSC) detector in Chile (at sea level) is used for designing, characterizing and
calibrate new detectors and sites. Right: the expected flux of >TeV/c particles reaching
the summit (5450 m a.s.l.) of the mountain where the ANDES underground laboratory
will be installed. Since these particles are capable to traverse up to thousands of meters
of rock, being the background signals for neutrino physics experiments and dark matter
searches.

Results shown in Figure 6 allow estimating radiation doses at different
altitudes, which are currently used for designing new detectors; shielding in-
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struments (e.g., HPC facilities); calculating the reference HEP flux for under-
ground laboratories, volcanic risk assessments and mining prospecting [50].

7.2.2. Elastic infrastructures

For cloud applications with varying load the static infrastructures might
end up with resource waste. In order to adapt to the dynamic demand
for computing capacity, the MSWSS service uses Elastic Cloud Computing
Cluster (EC3) tool [40] to create an elastic virtual cluster on top of the EOSC
computing resources. EC3 CLI tool provides a set of pre-defined templates
which can be combined and customised. It also allows to define custom
templates with integrated Ansible scripts. This is used to create a template
with strengthened security settings and additional configuration commands
specific for the MSWSS service.

EOSC Cloud IaaS

Galaxy portal

Elastic virtual cluster

Slurm: workload 
managerEC3: CLUES + IM Storage

User

Operator

EGI FedCloudEOSC Synergy IaaS
EOSC AAI

VM VM VMMSWSS 
service

Infrastructure 
Manager

EOSC 
services

Figure 7: Architecture of the MSWSS service.

Figure 7 shows the architecture of the MSWSS service with the interaction
of the service operator and users. The users interact with the service using
Galaxy portal where they can manage their data and submit jobs to the
elastic virtual cluster for processing. The output data are stored in within
MSWSS service and can be downloaded for post-processing tasks.

The service operator deploys the service using EC3 tool using the cus-
tomised template. Once the MSWSS service is deployed the CLUES service
monitors SLURM batch system and deploys new virtual worker nodes as
needed and automatically re-configures the batch system. The deployment
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and configuration of worker nodes is performed using the Infrastructure Man-
ager (IM) [51] service. To speed-up the deployment process the worker nodes
are instantiated from a snapshot of fully deployed worker node (golden im-
age). This allows to decrease the start-up time from 21 to 5 minutes. It also
helps to solve the issue with pending security updates with respect to the
vanilla image and potential need to reboot the worker node for the updates to
be applied properly. The golden image is maintained by the service operator
in up-to-date state. The security is important also for the communication
inside the virtual cluster. OpenVPN system is used to create secure connec-
tions inside the cluster and protect the data transfers. It also allows to span
the virtual cluster over the resources from different Cloud providers.

7.3. Data Storage

Finally, in the field of data storage, we have also observed three different
approaches: i) local storage; ii) external storage and iii) hybrid approach.
The next subsections analyze the use cases of WORSICA, OpenEBench and
UMSA to illustrate the three approaches.

7.3.1. Local storage

WORSICA uses the Dataverse application to manage the data produced
by the service and disseminate it to the research community and the public
in general.

Figure 8: First WORSICA’s architecture for managing the data produced by the service.
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The first version of WORSICA’s data manager was developed as a local
repository, using the architecture presented in Figure 8. This approach raised
several constraints to the adoption of a FAIR compliant data management
paradigm, such as i) the lack of a unique global identifier for the datasets
produced; ii) the data was not accessible and stored in multiple places internal
to the service; iii) nonexistence of metadata for each dataset; and also iv)
the access to the data did not follow the controlled vocabularies that apply
to FAIR principles.

Figure 9: Current architecture of the data manager implemented in the WORSICA
service.

In order to surpass the previous oversights, a Dataverse REST API that
allows running all necessary operations efficiently, like:
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1. the ability to implement in any language only being dependent on the
provided interface without any library requirements;

2. the capability to easily maintain the WORSICA code in parallel with
Dataverse service updates;

3. Moreover, provide the features required to share sensitive data with
the public.

The current architecture of WORSICA’s data manager evolved and can
be seen in Figure 9. The WORSICA service is now working with Dataverse
to automate the data availability and use services for and distribute credit to
the data creator. Dataverse allows the creation of multiple virtual archives
called Dataverse collections. Each Dataverse collection contains datasets,
and each dataset contains descriptive metadata and data files. Therefore,
this version of WORSICA enables datasets to be linked in Dataverse to the
appropriate ontologies to increase interoperability and data FAIRness. Vari-
able names can also be included in datasets metadata in the native language
(Portuguese) and get Universal Resource Identifier (URI) for those entities
in controlled vocabularies (e.g., in the case of WORSICA, a DOI - Digital
Object Identifier is created). Furthermore, standardized metadata fields are
available in Linked Open Data Cloud through standard machine-to-machine
interfaces available in Dataverse.

7.3.2. External storage

OpenEBench makes use of B2SHARE for long-term availability and stor-
age of scientific benchmarking datasets. The adoption of EUDAT’s technical
standards, data models and policies helps OpenEbench to further enforce the
FAIR-compliant data management of the platform. One of the major capa-
bilities gained through the integration with EUDAT is the minting of Digital
Object Identifiers (DOIs) for the benchmarking data collections generated in
OpenEBench.

A variety of dataset types are involved in the benchmarking workflows at
OpenEBench. Those datasets cover the reference data used as gold standard
data, the predictions submitted by participants as well as new datasets like
the actual results scoring and ranging participants, provenance reports and
metrics’ plots. In this way, a compact and human-readable set of data is
ready to be referred to in scientific publications, promoting transparency,
reproducibility and data reuse. Furthermore, EUDAT registries provide rich
metadata fields for easing data discovery, so thus submitted collections could
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be annotated with cross-links to OpenEBench for further insights. Actually,
OpenEBench is one of the EUDAT registered research communities benefiting
from a particular extended metadata model and customized access rules.
It facilitated a better integration with OpenEBench, implemented through
a REST-based programmatic data publication workflow triggered from the
platform Web GUI.

Within OpenEBench ecosystem, benchmarking data is accessible on the
Web or via specific REST and GraphQL APIs. Nextcloud and MongoDB
are the technologies used to store datasets and metadata respectively, always
operated under a FAIR-compliant data governance plan that considers, for
example, unique and accessible identifiers, document versioning, provenance
preserving metadata, strict publication rules or a formal benchmarking data
model. When a benchmarking events manager or developer participating in
a given event is willing to publish its data outside the platform, they regis-
ter their B2SHARE API token in OpenEBench and initiate the publication
process to B2SHARE via the Web GUI:

• OpenEBench composes the data collection with a specific metadata
form, validates it, and programmatically submits both, the data and
metadata, to the B2SHARE server.

• Over HTTPS and on behalf of the user, the platform implements the
full EUDAT data publication workflow through the B2SHARE REST
API. The outcome is a DOI associated with the new registry, which is
captured and saved in OpenEBench to keep both systems cross-linked.
Eventually, published benchmarking datasets can be consumed using
both B2SHARE and OpenBench platforms.

The OpenEBench data flow can be seen in Figure 10.

7.3.3. Hybrid approach

UMSA leverages three different storage classes for different purposes.
First, data acquired by the instruments (mass spectrometers) are stored on
a traditional POSIX filesystem, implemented as RAID disk arrays and cluster
of GPFS servers, re-exporting the volumes via NFS and CIFS to the clients.
This is a technology with limited scaling (up to petabytes per filesystem),
however, it is proven for decades and stable, suitable for the primary experi-
mental data that are irrecoverable otherwise. This storage is also backed up
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Figure 10: OpenEBench data flow. Users execute evaluation benchmarking workflows,
which use and produce datasets. That data is locally stored in MongoDB (for metadata)
and Nextcloud. It can be then submitted to B2SHARE, using their API REST, which
will lead to minting a DOI. Then, it is mapped and saved to the OpenEBench database
for cross-linking purposes. Published benchmarking data can be consumed using both
B2SHARE and OpenBench platforms.

weekly to a remote site provided by the CZ national e-Infrastructure1.
The UMSA service itself is based on Galaxy, which mounts the primary

data filesystem (above) read-only, and it exposes the datafiles to the users
via its Data libraries2, with appropriate access control, and without the need
to copy the large files.

Standard Galaxy setup requires a shared filesystem mounted at both head
and worker nodes (alternate setups require lot of file transfers for each job,
which we cannot afford). It can be either a single-tier storage, or it can
serve as the first tier (cache) of object storage (the second tier). We use the
two-tier setup, with a NFS-mounted SSD-only shared filesystem, with typical

1http://du.cesnet.cz/
2https://galaxyproject.org/data-libraries/
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usage up to dozens of TB only, fast enough not to slow down data processing
with I/O, and S3 object storage (provided by the national e-Infrastructure
again), which scales up to many PB easily.

8. Related Work

This section describes other alternative thematic services and their dif-
ferences with respect to the provisioning or performing model of the services
in this article. Each thematic service has a dedicated paragraph to better
analyze its case.

The WORSICA thematic service aims to study the evolution of coastal
zones and water in inland areas for better coastal, estuarine, and natural
resource management. Other services study these subjects, such as [52, 53,
54, 55]; however, the WORSICA service has the particularity of being freely
accessible to the scientific community and performing simulations on-demand
for the entire globe. Furthermore, the development of a service like WOR-
SICA can only be achieved through the collaborative work of the EOSC
network regarding SaaS infrastructures and products with federated access,
described in Section 4, due to its need for a robust and scalable computational
infrastructure to serve its users.

GCore thematic service leverages cloud computing power to enhance the
processing resources available in a Space Ground Segment. The adoption
of a dynamic cloud backend is a trend in different EO missions. Programs
as Copernicus envisage the use of cloud computing to change the current
on-premises processing approach to a on-the-cloud approach and offer the
environments as a service. Entities as EUMETSAT (European Organization
for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites) envisage a new design of a
multimission processing infrastructure using the cloud advantages in order to
allow extending the resources and made them available to several missions.
GCore follows these approaches in order to extend the functionality with the
use of cloud resources in order to break the bottleneck that a on premise
classical system can obtain during the re-processing tasks associated to a
particular mission for example. During this task a massive use of processing
power is needed in the nominal platform being able to affect to the nominal
operations of the mission. The capacity of GCore to deploy additional proces-
sors on the cloud is used to reduce the impact of such a task. This approach
can also be used for data archiving and cataloguing the products resulted
from the processing in the cloud making them available to perform higher
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processing levels directly on cloud using as a service processors specifically
defined published previously in a market place.

SAPS applies algorithms to estimate evapotranspiration (ET), a tech-
nique that has been widely used in several countries, and in areas subject
to different weather conditions [56], [57]. The execution of these algorithms
suppose high computational demands, both CPU and memory-intensive, and
the archival of the output data generated consumes a substantial amount of
storage resources [58]. Recently, several software packages and libraries with
implementations of ET estimation have been made publicly available, such
as the ILWIS software [59] or the ’Water’ procedure [60]. However, those im-
plementations have been developed as standalone artifacts made available for
individual use by researchers, typically executed in their personal comput-
ers, that complicate considerably the sharing of processed data and might
suppose limitations on the computing capacity locally available. A differ-
ent approach is taken by the Google Earth Engine (GEE) platform [61] an
initiative to facilitate the implementation and execution of scientific work-
flows that consume satellite imagery as input. However, this service is under
service conditions imposed by Google, that might not always fit the commu-
nity needs [62]. Conversely, SAPS in combination with EOSC services and
resources, follows an innovative approach based on the deployment of on-
demand SAPS instances on top of federated resources. The service is highly
configurable, allowing the selection of the algorithms used to estimate ET,
and provides a standard output data and metadata that can be easily shared
among researchers of the area.

The ScipionCloud service offers a ready-to-use infrastructure in the cloud
to users that aim to process their CryoEM data. A similar approach is
followed by Stion [63], a web application that provides on-demand access
to GPU instances on AWS for biomedical researchers to process Cryo-EM
data. This solution offers automatic deploying of instances (virtual machines)
but does not integrate a batch system. It also sets up an auto-shutdown
mechanism to power off instances after a certain period of time, which is risky
and insufficient from our point of view. On the contrary plans to integrate
ScipionCloud with EC3 guarantees a much better way to optimize the use
of cloud resources than Stion’s implementation. Besides, to use Stion it is
mandatory to provide your own AWS account which might be a drawback for
many users both in terms of complexity and cost. Another approach found in
the CryoEM world is the work done by Cianfrocco’s lab at the University of
Michigan, which offers several tools in this area. The first interesting tool [64]
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is the integration of a ’AWS batch system’ in one of the most popular software
packages used for CryoEM processing; Relion. This batch system allows to
send Relion commands to AWS instances, which includes deploying, running
and shutting down the instance. This approach was only integrated in an
old version of Relion which might imply that it was not a big success in the
CryoEM community. The second tool is COSMIC [65], a freely available web
platform for submitting cryo-EM jobs through the cloud to Comet, a cluster
at the San Diego Supercomputer Center. Although the use of COSMIC has
no cost access and this tool is available for everybody users might prefer to
work on their own server instead of preparing their processing workflows to
be sent step by step to a cluster.

Regarding the use of external storages for sustainability, OpenEBench
is not the only platform designed around FAIR principles that ensures the
availability of its data and metadata through EUDAT services or similar data
infrastructures. WorkflowHub [66] is applying a similar strategy for pub-
lishing scientific workflows, wrapping them into enriched Research Object
Crates (RO-Crate 1.1 specification), which include data resources, semantic
annotations and all additional information that guarantees the workflow is
reusable and reproducible. In this case, Zenodo is the infrastructure minting
the DOI, and the publication process follows DataCite [67] guidelines, one of
the broadest cross-domain metadata standards available. Among EOSC re-
sources, other platforms like ROHub [68] propose the use of EUDAT services
as an internal storage solution. ROHub is a platform that enables the man-
agement, sharing and preservation of research data as Research Objects. It
is integrating B2DROP [69] as the underlying technology for the researcher’s
personal storage space and B2SHARE for DOI minting and sharing.

Software needed for LAGO simulations is managed by ARTI [49], a data-
intensive and highly-complex framework designed to calculate the expected
flux of signals in any site around the World and under realistic geomagnetic,
atmospheric and detector conditions. As the simulated phenomena, i.e., the
interaction of cosmic rays with the atmosphere and the detector response to
the resulting flux secondary particles, is, essentially, a sequence of stochastic
processes, the simulation performed need to integrate the flux over long pe-
riods to reduce the impact of statistical fluctuations. Such large times, from
several hours to days and even years for some applications such as volcano
risk assessments, require the usage of large computing facilities and storage.
Suitable simulations will typically spend tens of weeks in current CPUs and
they will output several TB of data. Examples of that are the results pre-
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sented in Subsection 7.2.1, and recently in [20, 50]. Moreover, all these data
needs to be properly identified, catalogued and curated to accomplish the
FAIR principles. Although previous attempts were made to adapt ARTI to
its use in distributed high-performance computing infrastructures [70] and
for the adoption of data curation standards [71], it was only thanks to the
development of OnedataSim [20] within the LAGO TS that it was possible to
achieve sufficiently long integration times while complying FAIR principles.

SDS-WAS provide, a part of a huge quantity of materials on dust storms
forecast, services of data storage, download and data analysis based on EOSC
cloud services (B2SAFE, B2HANDLE). As far as we know there aren’t com-
parable services related to dust storms, in terms of collecting a bunch of
numerical models outputs, observational data (in situ and satellite), provid-
ing derived graphical (plots) and numerical (skill scores) products with an
interactive dashboard application. Those services are related to the areas of
Northern Africa, Middle-East and Europe. We considered as ”competitors”
the other SDS-WAS regional nodes (Asian and Panamerican), but also other
services (not only provided by Research Institutions, but also by companies)
related not directly to dust, but to air quality forecast or similar. The aim is
to see how they approach the information and solve user’s needs. While the
Asian3 and Panamerican4 SDS-WAS nodes are still in a preliminary stage,
as they provide a limited set of services, there are some others with a good
feedback. We analysed strengths and weaknesses of products visual presen-
tation of following services: METOFFICE5, Breezometer 6, WINDY7, Plume
Labs8. Although most of them have an attractive design, they only offer vi-
sual products of their data, not numerical binaries, and the amount of data
they provides seems to be not big as what our SDS-WAS service does. Fi-
nally, some of them have advertisements and banners that affects significantly
the user experience.

UMSA is dedicated to storage and processing mass-spectrometry data,
focusing on GC-MS and untargeted analysis of low-abundant compounds.
Numerous tools to process MS data exist, ranging from proprietary software

3http://www.asdf-bj.net/
4http://sds-was.cimh.edu.bb/
5https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/
6https://breezometer.com/
7https://www.windy.com/
8https://air.plumelabs.com/
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by laboratory equipment vendors, third party commercial software, and open
source tools of widely varying quality and maturity. Several sub-area spe-
cific reviews exist [72, 73]. Being based on Galaxy, UMSA can leverage from
dozens of mass-spec related tools published by the community. There is on-
going effort to provide Galaxy-based environments focusing on specific MS
applications, e.g. [74]. According to our knowledge, there is no such effort
matching the UMSA purpose. Another approach can be seen with GNPS [75],
which is a web-based computational environment and data treatment envi-
ronment, centered aroundmolecular networking—visual display of chemical
spaces and relationships among compounds. Vast majority of the methods
leverage on MS2 data, which is not the focus of UMSA. On the other hand,
publication and storage of the results of the analyses is fairly well organized
around the MassBank project [76].

The MSWSS is a cloud-based service capable to exploit the resources from
the EOSC cloud infrastructure and FAIR data repositories. There are sev-
eral approaches for modelling water supply systems offering various features.
Integrated Tool for Water Supply Systems Management [77] puts together
QGIS database, Epanet hydraulic model, and Google Maps. A web-based
EPANET model catalogue and execution environment [78] focuses on model
sharing and a model viewing. Another example of integration GIS and the
hydraulic model is a tool for an integrated water and wastewater manage-
ment system in municipal enterprises [79]. According to our knowledge these
services do not provide cloud-based elastic computational back-end and they
do not implement FAIR principles for data sharing.

O3as has been inspired by the need of having the large plethora of cli-
mate model data available in a consistent manner. Because of the ozone
assessment9 that culminates in a publication every four years [80] scientists
need to have a quick way on looking at ozone data from climate data to
estimate the time when the amount of ozone in the stratosphere has reached
a level pre-ozone hole. Often the models have to be collected, the analysis
program redone and the values recalculated [81, 82]. The O3as thematic ser-
vice is very modular and can therefore be extended so that not only zonally
(i.e. across longitudes) averaged values of ozone data will be shown, but also
trends and ozone return rates for different positions on the Earth. Also at-
mospheric trace gases other than ozone could in the future be included into

9https://csl.noaa.gov/assessments/ozone/index.html [2022-02-09]
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the analysis.

9. Conclusions

EOSC-SYNERGY is building capacities in EOSC through the develop-
ment of ten data-intensive thematic services oriented to four different sci-
entific disciplines. The adaptation, improvement and quality assessment of
those services on a federated data infrastructure strongly aligns with the
objectives of EOSC [83]. A key factor for the success of EOSC [84] is per-
formance, i.e, how EOSC as an ecosystem operates and how the resources
are used and acknowledged by the users. All the services consume services
from the EOSC catalogue, which will provide feedback on the usability and
relevance of the model.

However, the characterisation of new applications to join is key to evaluate
the rightmost services to be used. This is why the EOSC-Synergy project
is developing best practices and experiences to promote EOSC adoption by
the research communities by expanding and building knowledge on common
interfaces, standards and best practices. This paper presented an application
modelling proposal, based on the previous analysis of gaps and bottlenecks
performed by ten different services from four different disciplines.

The ten thematic services have been analysed concerning four dimen-
sions (authentication and authorisation; resource management and offering
model; workload management including containerisation; and data storage
and preservation), identifying gaps and bottlenecks. Those requirements are
common to many other scientific services. We selected ten services from the
EOSC Marketplace to address these requirements. In a nutshell, AAI so-
lutions such EGI Checkin, eduTEAMS, D2Access and life-science AAI are
mature enough to provide a coherent authentication model for a whole ap-
plication. Applications that require a dynamic backend or on-demand de-
ployment found Infrastructure Manager (IM) and Elastic Compute Clusters
in the Cloud (EC3) as reasonable solutions to describe their infrastructure
as code and deploy resources according to their workload. Depending on
the workload type, job management is driven by SLURM batch queues or
Kubernetes services. Preservation of data is obtained through EGI DataHub
or EUDAT’s B2SAFE and B2SHARE storage services, registering persistent
identifiers through B2Handle. Finally, services needing local storage used
Dataverse as an OAI-PMH on-premise storage.
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The impact of EOSC in the thematic services of EOSC Synergy is mainly
composed of three main facts. Firstly, the capacity expansion through the
federation of computing, storage, and data resources aligned with the EOSC
and FAIR policies and practices. Secondly, software and service quality eval-
uation of the thematic services is critical to improve robustness and reliance
and therefore increase user’s experience. EOSC-SYNERGY also focuses on
transverse training to facilitate the adoption of technologies and the use of
thematic services. Finally the cross-fertilization between different thematic
areas has allowed the collaboration between thematic services to take ad-
vantage of the developments, solutions, experiences and best practices on
authentication and authorization, data storage, resource and workload man-
agement.
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